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A Note from the Editors… 

 A year ago I walked hesitantly into the 
Robert Dizney Writing Center at AUM and 
met Denny Russell. I was applying for the 
work study position and he had already inter-
viewed some folks that he liked. But I men-
tioned the Antioch Voice. I said I’d like to be a 
part of that if we could reignite it. And here 
we are.  
 It has been a pleasure and a blast to 
work creatively with Denny. I have learned 
more about commas than I ever cared to. We 
have entertained some dynamic conversations 
about writing, religion, politics, relationships: 
you name it, someone around here has an edu-
cated opinion from a perspective I hadn’t con-
sidered; I love this job.   
 Though I will  stay on as a tutor in the 
Writing Center, I’m getting ready to dive head 
first into my thesis, and I hope to be able to get 
as deep as possible without coming up for too 
much air, so I will be stepping aside from my 
part in the Voice.  
 I hope that someone who loves writ-
ing and art will show up soon and say that 
they’d like to be a part of the Antioch Voice’s 
editorial team. I hope the Antioch Voice will 
continue to publish quality writing on relevant 
topics.  

 In this edition Patricia Davis addresses 
anti-gay business owners and offers them some 
advice. Staci Celeste Shockley-Matthews takes us 
on a journey inside an American Black woman’s 
identity. Andrea Auten discusses the implica-
tions and motivations for creating art, while Ste-
ve Mayne asks us to think about when and if it 
should be destroyed.  
 Cyndi Pauwels tackles a big question 
with personal experience in “Why God?” Julia 
Marks reflects on what her “Mothers’ Voices” 
taught her. The essays alone could have made 
this issue timely and poignant.  
 I’ll let you discover the magic of the po-
etry yourself. I would like to say that Dr. Herbert 
Woodward Martin facilitated my workshop 
group at the Antioch Writers’ Workshop last 
summer, and I have the feeling as I write this that 
I’m in part publishing a master at his craft. If you 
have not read or heard any of Dr. Martin’s poet-
ry, you are in for a treat. Even his bio is poetic 
and laced with wisdom.  
 This morning on the radio I just hap-
pened to catch author Margaret Atwood say that 
there’s not a lack of talent in the writing world, 
but there is perhaps a lack of confidence.  
 Keep writing, fellow Antiochians. Keep 
writing and submitting. There’s an editor out 
there waiting to hear your story. Thank you for 
sharing your voices with me.  
    Whitney Bell  
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Essays...  

 As the mother of a gay son, I’d like to 
know. I really would. 
 I’d like to understand why people who 
claim to love the Lord, or to believe in God, think 
that it is their responsibility to judge other peo-
ple—thoroughly and harshly. Having judged, 
they then treat those they condemn with disre-
spect and derision. They seem to believe this is 
what God wants them to do. I wonder why they 
believe in such a God. 
 I’d like to understand. I really would. 
 Certain religious individuals who have 
opened businesses to the public now want to sub-
divide that public into two categories: those they 
will serve, and those they will not. It appears that 
the only people they will not serve are gay peo-
ple. They are basing their criteria on sin. They say 
homosexuality is a sin, and they will not serve 
people they believe are sinners in their place of 
business. 
 I’d like to understand why they are pick-
ing on gay people. Those who believe that homo-
sexuality is sinful are surely aware there are other 
behaviors they would deem to be sinful. How 
about heterosexual couples who enter their estab-
lishment? Are the owners questioning them about 
their bedroom practices? Many heterosexual cou-
ples practice so-called sodomy. Some married 
couples swing (consensual adultery), or cheat 
behind their spouses back. What about pedo-
philes? You cannot tell by looking at a person that 
he is molesting children. If one of these monsters 
comes into your store with a ring on his finger 
and an acceptable female spouse at his side, you 
don’t have a problem waiting on him? I wonder 

why not. 
 Equally frustrating are people who have 
accepted government positions—becoming pub-
lic servants—who now want to claim the same 
right to discriminate against certain members of 
that public. We have seen clerks refusing to issue 
marriage licenses to gay couples after the Su-
preme Court decision; some are getting support 
from lawmakers. Why do these public servants 
think they have the right to decide whom they 
will serve? Imagine the number of people mar-
riage license clerks have served over the years 
who have committed sins far more damaging 
than loving someone of the same sex. If lawmak-
ers and public officials are elected or appointed 
to represent everyone in their districts, why dis-
criminate against gay people? 
 I’m trying to understand, I really am. 
 I have a personal stake in mitigating this 
perplexing and frustrating issue of selective dis-
crimination. I am the mother of a son who is 
smart, funny, hard-working, kind, loving, and 
who happens to be gay. I did not bring him into 
this world to be humiliated by people who are 
uncomfortable with the idea that some people 
are wired to be romantically attracted to people 
of their same sex. 
 I like to figure things out, so here are a 
few theories.  
 (1) Part of the discomfort (and I prefer to 
think of it that way, as opposed to outright ha-
tred) may be that we are not used to seeing gay 
couples out of the closet. They remained hidden 
for many years, and all we ever saw were 

What is Really Going On in the Minds and 
Hearts of Anti-Gay Business Owners?                

by Patricia Davis 
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servant. You could even take things a step further, 
and look into their eyes. Consider that you have 
no idea what hardships these people have en-
dured. Can you imagine the courage it has taken 
for them to move through a world that can be 
judgmental and hostile? Think about how they 
will feel when they walk away from you. Do you 
want them to feel ashamed and humiliated? Be-
cause if that is truly your goal, something bad has 
happened to your heart. You may be the person 
who needs the most prayer and healing. 
 (3) Just being around gay people need not 
instigate conversations about sexuality; in fact, it 
should not. Yet the fact that LGBT people are com-
ing out into the open, being true to who and how 
they are in the world, challenges everyone else. 
Instead of dissolving into fear and discomfort, 
however, we could view this as an opportunity to 
take a look at our attitudes toward sexuality and 
gender. We might become a healthier society if we 
have some mature, adult conversations about 
these issues. 
 I hope that this essay might motivate you, 
as religious business owners and public servants, 
to consider more deeply the impact of your behav-
iors on gay people, and on the people who love 
them. I fully support your right to live the way 
you feel is correct and true to God’s will. But I 
would also ask you to cultivate some humility 
around your religious belief system. I can’t help 
but wonder why you are so sure you know God’s 
will. But even if you do—let’s just say you’re 
right, everything a person would want to know 
about God’s will can be found in the Bible—not all 
of us believe that. If you are right, I suppose the 
rest of us are in trouble; but that is not your con-
cern. Perhaps you could let us use our God-given 
intelligence to make our own decisions. Pray for 
us, if you wish, but have enough humility to ad-
mit that our perspective is as valid as yours. You 
may feel uncomfortable around gay people, but 
your discomfort does not justify being rude or 
cruel. Maybe with prayer, God can help you fig-
ure out a way to be more kind, accepting, and lov-
ing in the world. 
 And consider that, perhaps, God created 
gay people to help us all move in that direction. 
 
 

  

 

straight couples. Sometimes, change brings its own 
discomfort. 
 (2) Perhaps our religious fellows are a 
little too focused on sex. Gay couples do not wish 
to be out in order to stimulate mental images of 
people having sex. They just want to be honest 
about who they are, and not pretend they’re 
straight when they are not. They want to feel as 
free as heterosexual couples to walk around hold-
ing hands, or to exchange a quick kiss, and not act 
as though the person they are in love with is a 
good buddy.  
 (3) Many people seem to be uncomforta-
ble with mature, adult conversations about sexu-
ality. We see sex everywhere, of course; but trying 
to have an adult conversation about sexual mat-
ters—not personal details, just things like how to 
talk with your kids about sex, or whether it is more 
meaningful to be monogamous than promiscuous—is 
sure to elicit giggles and discomfort. So I wonder 
if that is another aspect of uneasiness with homo-
sexuality: the word itself contains the letters s-e-x. 
 My theories point to reasons why mar-
riage equality and legal protections for the entire 
LGBT community may be threatening to more 
conservative religious believers. The reality is, 
however, that this minority population does need 
extra protections. Until gay, lesbian, and 
transgender people are free to walk around unac-
costed, we need voices united in a demand for 
respectful treatment and equal rights for all of our 
citizens. 
 I accept that it may be challenging for 
conservative religious believers to overcome their 
internal obstacles to acceptance and support of 
the LGBT community. Because this issue is so im-
portant to me, however, I humbly propose a few 
suggestions that may help to alleviate this dis-
comfort. 
 (1) Try to relax into our changing society. 
You may not be used to seeing two men or two 
women holding hands, but ask yourself if they 
are harming anyone. Instead of reacting negative-
ly, perhaps you could handle your encounters 
with a gay couple the same way you would a 
straight couple. Remember that they are just try-
ing to live their lives like everyone else. Be kind. 
 (2) When you see a gay couple, don’t al-
low yourself to start imagining what they might 
do in their bedroom. Instead, focus on your job. 
Sell your goods; carry out your duties as a public 
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 You were told since before you were born how precious, smart, beautiful and important you 
are. You didn’t walk until almost two, not due to lack of motor skills but because there was no need for 
you to bother to use the legs you’d been given, being carried around like the precious cargo you were 
often told you were. Despite “Beautiful” being the utterance your daddy used when referring to you, 
and even though your baby pictures from birth until aged five stayed plastered as advertisement in the 
Olan Mills photography studio window as examples of the gorgeous children they’d captured on film, 
something for you was off, just didn’t feel right, left you uncertain as to what exactly the truth was, and 
who was and was not telling it.  
      For a long time you believed your parents to be the ones misinformed. Not liars outright, but 
biased because they loved you and maybe their eyes did behold beauty when spying yours, huge and 
round on your small, oval face. A skinny, long-legged wisp with elfin ears may have matched their de-
scription of beautiful identically but elsewhere, out in the world, you knew based on what you saw, 
heard and experienced there weren’t many who shared their concepts.  
       The dolls you loved made it clear that beautiful was blonde. Beautiful had blue eyes. Beautiful 
had a tiny waist and tiny feet. Beautiful had skin like blush, pink roses and beautiful had hair down its 

The Conspiracy Against Black Beauty 
or How Barbie and Nancy Drew  

Participated in the Lie Perpetrated 
Against American Black Women 

 
By Staci Celeste Shockley-Matthews 

Artwork by Ardella Reliford  
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        The women, grown women, being re-
ferred to as girls on that February 1966 Ebony cov-
er were just like Black women you’d always 
known. Afros, skin like paper bags, copper pen-
nies, sand, Earth and coffee, tall, curvy, long-
legged, Black women. They were just like you. No 
one was becoming prettier, you’d always been, 
and what you realized that day in 1989 is that so-
ciety knew it too, had always known it. It’s the 
reason why Mr. Johnson, Ebony magazine’s 
founder, had to phrase the truth as a question. 
Stating it as fact would have let the mainstream 
know we were on to them. It’s the reason why 
America worked so hard to make you believe oth-

erwise.  It isn’t neces-
sary to undermine one 
who is already void, 
their reality makes ma-
nipulation unneeded. 
Your parents had not 
lied, they’d been filling 
you with an anti-toxin 
they knew you’d need 
to navigate the conspir-
acy without any perma-
nent damage.  

      Now that you know the truth with the 
same certainty you know you will breathe with 
each inhale, you relish how much darker your 
skin gets in the summer when you’ve spent more 
time outside. You choose to color your mouth 
with purples, pinks and reds that make your full 
lips more prominent and kissable than God did 
when He designed them in the first place. You 
embrace those wide, full hips and feel pride in the 
role they played of effortlessly bringing two lives 
into the world; perfecting a walk that slings them 
just so, ensuring that onlookers are aware of the 
bounty that is you. And that hair. That tight, nap-
py, ‘unblonde’ hair. Hair that you’ve wished to be 
something else: more straight, more bouncy, more 
like a White woman’s, your entire life is proudly 
and naturally chemical-free. Soft, kinky, coiled 
locks that touch your shoulders create a halo 
around beautiful, Black you. They remind you of 
the lie you were force-fed and how thankful you 
are to be finally free to choose your own menu 
and to decide exactly how you’ll prepare and 
serve it up.   
      
 

 

back that bounced and flowed. Even Christy, the 
one Black Barbie you did own, came in a covered 
box unlike the White Barbie whose packaging had 
a clear, plastic front. You didn’t know until you 
got Christy home and opened her up that her hair 
was a tight, matted ball of fuzz that didn’t bounce 
or flow and could hardly even be combed. Her 
skin was so dark Black that her red mouth and 
white eyeballs looked clownish and not at all pix-
ie-like.  You remembered feeling cheated for the 
fraudulent Black Barbie that you’d been excited to 
own.  Barbie, who represents the most beautiful 
can’t be Black! You’d thought.  
       The books you loved, Nancy Drew in par-
ticular, who you wished 
to be because of her quick 
wit, adventurous spirit, 
and parents who had 
enough money to afford 
maids, vacation homes 
and whatever Nancy 
wanted despite not hav-
ing to work three jobs like 
your mother did, spoke of 
‘darkies’ and ‘colored’ 
boys and girls being 
‘unkempt,’ or ‘unusually civilized.’   
       This evidence worked against your par-
ents for years, decades even. It shaped how you 
viewed yourself, your desires and friendships. It 
shaped what you believed to be fundamentally 
true about tall, long-legged, wide-hipped, thick-
lipped, long-necked, high prominent cheek-
boned, wide-nosed, nappy-headed, Black girls 
like you. You, none of you, not a single one, were 
beautiful. Had you actually been at least one mag-
azine or commercial or billboard or doll baby or 
celebrity on television or in the movies would 
have told you so. You would have seen your 
Black faces prominently posed and desirable 
somewhere but you didn’t. Not once, not ever. 
Until one day you did.   
        On the cover of an Ebony magazine from 
February of 1966 you saw it.  A headline that 
read: “Are Negro Girls Becoming Prettier?” It was 
1989 at the time. You’d spent most of your life 
chemically straightening your hair and dieting to 
achieve a beautiful body, skinny and lithe, not at 
all like the curves your body was comprised of. 
The realization came forward in your mind like a 
storm moving across the horizon.   

Your parents had not lied, 
they’d been filling you with 

an anti-toxin they knew 
you’d need to navigate the 

conspiracy without any 
permanent damage.  
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Essays...  

 If art had no fame, would it be more 
vast?  I wish art had no fame. Stardom is not an 
evaluative outcome that proves talent. Fame and 
art are not fraternal. They have no recognition of 
each other. Two painters could ride an elevator to 
separate floors, one getting out on the lowliest 
hovel floor, painting twenty-two hours a day 
with coffee meals and blaring dub-step, and paint 
with splatters and chaos of such greatness. Only 
the canvas receiving it and the ocular response to 
it appreciate this art. The other painter could exit 
onto the top floor sky-view expansive apartment, 
splattering the same sort of mess across muslin 
and wood. This painter has a keen smile, connec-
tions, and a charmed life, chosen for celebrity. 
This celebrity artist is considered the success. Ce-
lebrity is not art. 
            More than before, I feel this tug; this threat 
that I am not succeeding unless I am known. 
Somehow being known is now considered talent. 
Your good blog, his great tweet, her-look-what-
vegan-feast-I-am–about-to-ravage; digital atten-
tion craving. I believe we are confusing success 
with the act of creating art. We must not. 
            Living in Los Angeles only increases this 
dismaying myopia. Slender youth with its beachy 
waves and bronzed velvet skin greets by asking 
with unchecked rudeness, “Who ARE you…what 
do you do in The Biz ?” It dismisses the answer 
with a tongue cluck or vituperous tweet. What 
am I if I am not someone newsworthy?  
            I may have been doomed from the start. 
There is a certain ache and longing in those of us 
who share skills with a famed-talented parent. I 

have seen the similar pained look of want in sib-
lings of famous siblings, driving us to match, if 
not exceed the talents of the famed one who 
shares our DNA. More and more it seems that I 
am nothing if not my maestro father’s daughter. 
It is the identity that grounds me, but the pursuit 
to claim my corner of the stage has never been 
for fame. It is not for celebrity. It has been to ex-
press art with the ease and confidence that he 
did and to have that art received by a communi-
ty outstretched hands.  
            There should be a circle of artisans who 
desire to give to the collective because it is sa-
cred. The transformative exchange of creativity 
should be our breath, our food. I believe the 
pressure to provide and maintain a social media 
platform can impede artistic growth. A watching 
public requires circumspection. If we measure 
everything we say against the prudent need to 
be careful, we lose our fire. Censorship finds a 
new avenue through peer review.  
            Artists must fight for autonomy, building 
venues to share our work without the forced 
requirement of celebrity status. Our country is 
stuck in a cyber popularity contest, making de-
mands on its artists to fill a hero-worshipping 
need. Where celebrity is mandatory, art dies. 
Nameless and faceless art: what would that look 
like? Actuate it. Get out your drums. Find street 
corners. Post an entire body of work with fellow 
artists anonymously. Find a circle of like minds 
who create for change. Make art reverberate.  
 

The Fame in Art 
By Andrea Auten 

“Breakthrough” by Tricia Calvert , Oil 
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Is All Art Worth Saving?  

By Stephen Mayne  

 

beliefs, the core of who they were as individuals. 
They hated this piece and wanted it destroyed for 
what it stood for. At the time I argued in staunch 
defense of Piss Christ, that just because it offends 
you or you don’t understand it, doesn’t make it 
any less valid a piece of art that we can learn from.  

When the Taliban destroyed the Buddha 
west of Kabul because it was an offensive piece 
that depicted a false god, I was angry. Something 
that stood for 2000 years was gone in seconds, 
never to be seen again because someone was of-
fended. It didn’t matter that it had been created in 
a time when men had nothing more than ham-
mers and chisels. That they probably needed to 
hang from ropes for hours on end, risking life and 
health to carve this. It didn’t matter that it sur-
vived 2000 years of earthquakes, floods, and God 
knows what else. It only mattered that they were 
offended. 

Today, students defaced a statue of Jeffer-
son Davis with spray paint. How long before they 
go out there with a sledge hammer because it of-
fends them? I’m not saying that what he did was 
right. I’m not siding with the Confederacy. I just 
wonder if we should keep the statue. How far is 
too far when it comes to removing something of-
fensive? 

Apple Software, in response to everything 
going on around the Confederate flag, removed 
every program, game, or app from their store that 
featured the flag. On the surface this seems like a 
good decision, until you see that they also re-
moved any program, game, or app that was about 
the Civil War. Any program that featured historic 
information about the war is gone because it had 
the confederate flag on it. Maybe it’s just me, but 
isn’t that a bit too far? Are we now exterminating 
any reference to the flag from a historic context? 
Isn’t it important to learn about this so that we 
don’t do it again? 

Which begs the question: if we now get 
rid of this do we get rid of statues on battlefields 
depicting Confederate soldiers and generals? Do 
we remove murals from walls or paintings from 
buildings? When do we cross that line from taking 

 

I’m an artist, a writer to be specific. As an 
artist I’ve spent a significant portion of my life 
paying attention to how people view art. In 1987 I 
saw outrage over Andres Serrano’s piece Piss 
Christ, a crucifix submerged in a jar of the artist’s 
urine. In 2001 I felt personally upset at the Tali-
ban’s destruction of a 2000 year old statue of Bud-
dha that stood 175 feet tall. Every year I go out of 
my way to look at the American Library Associa-
tion’s list of banned and challenged books. Over 
the past few months members of Isil have been 
destroying art wherever they go. Today, students 
at the University of Texas defaced a statue of Jef-
ferson Davis, the president of the Confederacy.  

The reason I mention all of the above 
pieces together is because I had an emotional re-
action to each one. Though right now I think the 
one I want to look the hardest at is the last one. 
Right now there is a flurry of legislation passing 
across the United States that is removing the Con-
federate flag from various federal and public 
buildings. I support that action; I don’t like the 
Confederate flag or what it stands for. While I’m 
sure there will be much debate on the topic and 
the right and wrong of it, that is not why I’m writ-
ing today. 

After reading about the students’ actions 
at the University of Texas, I was conflicted in my 
reaction. On the one hand it was a representation 
of the Confederacy and I felt that it was offensive. 
As a writer I wondered about the sculptor. Who 
made the statue and why did they do it? Does it 
matter why they did it? This led me to the ques-
tion, should we destroy it because it represents a 
period of United States history that is embarrass-
ing and abhorrent? 

I asked myself, if I am offended by what 
the statue stands for, do I have the right to ask it 
be destroyed, defaced, or removed? After this, I 
thought about the list included in the first para-
graph. Piss Christ offended politicians, conserva-
tives, and Christians around the world who de-
manded its destruction. They were outraged at its 
existence and how it seemed to make light of their 
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Essays...  

a stand against racism to outlawing free expres-
sion of an idea; even an offensive idea? Where 
does it stop and how far do we go? 

Warner Brothers Pictures once released 
an image before a selection of their older animat-
ed shorts that said, “The cartoons you are about 
to see are products of their time. They may depict 
some of the ethnic and racial prejudices that were 
commonplace in American society. These depic-
tions were wrong then and are wrong today. 

While the following does not represent the 
Warner Bros. view of today’s society, these car-
toons are being presented as they were original-
ly created, because to do otherwise would be the 
same as claiming these prejudices never exist-
ed.” In this spirit, maybe we need to leave the 
statue of Jefferson Davis where it stands, not to 
honor his memory or what he stood for, but to 
remind us of how close we came to destroying 
America.  
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to 8:15 PM. 

The class will be held here on the Antioch University Midwest campus. We will be going through a web based “Ready 

to Retire” exercise. This exercise is a great tool to help you to identify: 

 the activities you want to enjoy during retirement, 

 your retirement location, 

 when will you retire, 

 the resources available to fund your retirement, 

 the risks that can occur during retirement, and 

action items to work on. 

Cost to Participate 

This program is complementary, however, a $10 donation per class is suggested. All proceeds go toward AUM student 

scholarships. 
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Why God?  
 

fered to pray for us before returning to his sermon 
prep. I began looking for answers elsewhere, and 
fortunately, my husband joined me. 

That search has led me down many differ-
ent paths in the past forty years, culminating (thus 
far) in my undergrad senior project at Antioch 
University McGregor in 2008, from which this es-
say is taken. I’ve studied Bahá'í, Judaism, Shinto, 
Gnostics, and the Tao. I learned the doctrines of 
Catholicism and Mormonism against which the 
fundamentalist evangelicals do battle. I’ve read 
the Judeo-Christian Bible – with the Apocrypha – 
and Buddha, the Qur’an and Jung, Lao Tzu and 
Nietzsche. The myths and legends of the many 
cultures I have studied all provide the best an-
swers civilizations could come up with at their 
particular time in history, from the white buffalo 
woman of Native Americans, to the semen of Ra, 
to Adam’s rib. 

As mankind has progressed in under-
standing of the workings of nature, these myths 
often gave way to orbits and gravity and atomic 
structure. Evolution and natural selection provide 
wondrous, coherent theories which use our admit-
tedly limited scientific knowledge to show how 
physical reality came to be as we experience it. Yet 
quantum mechanics and quantum physics are 
shaking up those ideas as well, and in another 
hundred years or another hundred centuries, we 
may find that our currently accepted “truths” will 
seem just as quaint as do those of early cultures. 

But we can’t have those discussions. 
Nearly any attempt at religious questioning is tak-
en as insult or blasphemy. Science fiction author 
Douglas Adams asked in a speech at Cambridge 
University, while noting debate on any other topic 
from politics to computer preference is unobjec-
tionable, “We are used to not challenging religious 
ideas…(because) we have agreed somehow be-

 

Why do people believe in god(s)? Rea-
sons vary as much as individuals – habit, family 
custom, a need for security, a hunger for answers 
in an out-of-control world, sincere devotion to 
something greater than themselves, or more like-
ly, some combination of all of the above. But gods 
lead to religion. 

Religion has been a constant presence in 
my life largely because of tradition, for good and 
not-so-good. I was raised in a church-going fami-
ly. My grandfather taught adult Sunday school; 
Grandma attended the Gleaners Bible study. I left 
for college as a born-again child of the seventies. 
Two years later, I dropped out of school and mar-
ried my high-school sweetheart.  

During the early days of our marriage, we 
were immersed in the evangelical movement, 
rarely questioning anything it taught. Sunday 
church school followed by morning service fol-
lowed by evening fellowship led to Monday Bible 
study for couples, Tuesday study for ladies/men 
only, Wednesday night choir, Thursday visita-
tions, Friday praise service…we may have had a 
break on Saturday; I honestly don’t recall. We 
raised hands and prayed and proselytized with 
the best of them. But I remember even then a nag-
ging suspicion that something was amiss. How 
could the loving God they preached be the same 
one who damned the unconverted? Why did 
preaching and piety rarely extend beyond the 
doors of the sanctuary?  

As we began to read and study other reli-
gions – granted from the evangelical perspective 
of converting the lost souls who were “ensnared” 
by them – I found many things that made just as 
much sense (or as little) as the tenets we em-
braced. And I grew more uneasy. The final disil-
lusionment came when our pastor, whom we ap-
proached in a time of desperate need, lamely of-

 
By C.L. Pauwels 
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Essays...  

tween us that they shouldn’t be.” This tacit agree-
ment keeps us from ever reaching an amicable 
solution for our differences and leads to further 
divisiveness in many areas of life. Mega-churches 
with exorbitant levels of income are granted non-
profit status and avoid paying taxes to help sup-
port the communities in which they reside, while 
also avoiding regulations which protect their em-
ployees. Polygamist cults systematically oppress 
and abuse women and children under the guise 
of religious freedom. Burqa-clad women are 
forced into lives of 
degradation by fanat-
ics who misinterpret 
the Qur’an for miso-
gynistic purposes. 
Yet to question even 
these offensive prac-
tices is off limits.  

And that 
concerns me. The 
ugly, strident discord 
growing every day 
between believers 
and non-believers is 
splitting society on 
every level. I have 
been called unpatri-
otic, immoral, and 
worse for not sharing 
a belief in god as de-
fined by the Christian 
church. Such narrow-
mindedness has been 
around since Biblical 
days (and I’m sure 
long before) when 
admonitions to love your neighbor were clearly 
understood to mean those who shared your val-
ues and gods, not those evil “others” next door 
who worshiped in strange ways. Unfortunately, 
this division seems to be escalating with the al-
ways-simmering Mideast crises, and here in the 
United States where our elected officials are ex-
pected to share the narrow ideology of special 
interest groups rather than representing the peo-
ple of the nation as a whole, in all our wondrous 
diversity. 

Personally, I do not care what anyone 
chooses to believe or not to believe about god. My 
feelings echo two esteemed American presidents, 

Thomas Jefferson: “Say nothing of my religion. 
It’s known to my God and myself alone,” and 
John F. Kennedy: “I believe in a president whose 
views on religion are his own private affair.” 
What I do care about are those who feel the need 
to impose their beliefs on others and on society 
as a whole in the name of their god who, of 
course, is better than all the others. Contrary to 
the absolute-truth claims, religious does not 
mean moral, ethical, or right; it only means de-
voted to a specific god, prophet or creed. 

 In a 1992 com-
mencement address, 
Nobel Laureate Elie 
Wiesel said, “There 
are good people and 
bad people in every 
community. No hu-
man race is superior; 
no religious faith is 
inferior. We all come 
from somewhere, 
and we all wonder 
where we are go-
ing.” I only hope all 
those good people in 
communities 
throughout the 
world can find a 
workable solution to 
our common woes as 
we move through 
life together.  
 We are all seek-
ing something, 
hence the “Why 
god?” focus of my 

study, because that is the direction many people 
take for all those reasons mentioned earlier. I 
have not found a Theory of Everything; if any-
thing, I have more questions. Religion may not 
have provided the answers it promised in my 
early years, but it has provided the impetus for 
my search for truth. In my daily life, I try to treat 
others with respect and compassion, leaving my 
tiny corner of the world a bit better than it might 
be. And as long as I continue seeking and learn-
ing and growing, I am at peace with my efforts, 
even without the answers.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nobel_Laureate
http://www.publicdomainpictures.net/view-image.php?image=130701&picture=question-mark
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My Mothers’ Voices  
By Julia Marks  

 

voice deliberately, when I need a lonely old wom-
an bent on self-destruction. She died when my son 
was thirty-three years old; she never met her only 
grandson. Ellen’s voice provides me with charac-
ters you love to hate or at least pity. 
    Alice’s voice tastes like homemade egg-
nog served with cinnamon twists created from 
brown sugar, cinnamon and leftover pie dough. 
She is who I call on when I want warm fuzzy 
characters. But do not mistake warm and fuzzy 
for old and weak. Alice was tall and proud and 
worked as a psychiatric nurse in a state mental 
health facility. She was one tough bitch who called 
me on my shit. She loved me and my son uncon-
ditionally. Her patience and understanding taught 
me empathy. Walk a mile in their shoes, Julie Bird. In 
a small town late to everything, including deseg-
regation, her best friend was a black woman she 
worked with and whose children I went to high 
school with. Two wrongs don’t make a right, but four 
rights make a square! I am older than my chronolog-
ical age because of her voice.  
      I have books on gardening food crops and 
flowers, but it is Alice I listen to when I need help 
in the gardens. It is her voice that speaks through 
characters in a folksy style with grace and ease. 
She is the reason my voice is not noticeable as be-
ing that southern Ohio twang. Emote; there are rea-
sons the word is pronounced that way, don’t be lazy. 
Don’t be lazy, indeed! That certainly applied to all 
she taught me. Her voice is the one I keep close to 
my heart, in my life and in my work. 
     It is said we all stand on the shoulders of 
those that came before us. I realize this usually 
implies the giants, the important people of the 
world, but each of us has someone that is a giant 
to us alone. I stand on the shoulders of my grand-
mother, who gladly holds me up and not my 
mother, who told me to get the fuck off. That which 
does not kill us makes us stronger. Thank you Alice. 
You are on your own, kid. Thank you, too, Ellen.  

 

 I spent the first six years of my life with 
my mother and the woman I call grandmother, 
although she has no genetic relationship to either 
of us. Alice was appointed guardian for my moth-
er when Ellen was thirteen. Alice never married 
or had children, but was proud to call me grand-
daughter and give me her name. The story is 
long, complicated, and personal; I rarely discuss it 
with anyone. I have no intention of doing that 
now. You only need this little bit of information to 
understand the disparity between the voices these 
women contribute to me as a woman and a writ-
er.  
     Ellen’s voice goes down my throat like a 
cool Eiswein and comes up as a horrid Irish Rose. 
I remember her as a strong independent woman 
until she decided to become a middle class house-
wife. I call on her when I need a passive-
aggressive bitch character, so determined to erase 
her own past, she erases the past of all of those 
around her. The petite dark beauty with emerald 
green eyes who taught me to be strong and un-
afraid became a chubby subservient wife over-
night when she married my stepfather. In a home 
where physical punishment was never practiced, 
I found myself in a house where beatings with 
belts were an almost daily occurrence. My mother 
was gone and she sent my grandmother away 
with her.  
      The voice my mother left me with more 
than anything is the one I try to suppress: spite. 
Four years after my stepfather died in the line of 
duty I told her I was pregnant. She did not yell or 
threaten, then say everything will be okay. She qui-
etly informed me she was too young to be a 
grandmother, that I had three days to get my 
things and leave her house. Alice said Ellen must 
have amnesia; she was young when she became 
pregnant with me, by a married preacher no less. 
Alice did not tell her to get out of the house; she 
and my mother would raise me together and give 
me the best life they could. I use my mother’s 
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Poetry... 

 

Peace in Labor’s House 
 
A vision before and after Botto House American Labor Museum, Haledon, 
New Jersey 
 
By Ángel L. Martínez  
 
18-28 sept 2015 
 
entre los edificios grandes y monstruosos 
entre los jardines verdes y tranquilos 
 
When the gathering is called 
what are the words to be spoken? 
 
We have witnessed struggles  
against shocking, brutal forces 
 
We have stood up against  
the choking smoke emerging from the mills 
 
entre los edificios grandes y monstruosos 
entre los jardines verdes y tranquilos 
 
In later years manifested as the inflaming stench 
of the medicine mills 
where I once walked past to school 
through an asthmatic valley 
 
Years later, it inflames the heart 
into a mass march of movement 
 
At once, I find peace in labor’s house 
under shade tree, facing visions of forgotten smokestacks 
imagining the thousands 
standing up against industrial lungbusters 
 
entre los edificios grandes y monstruosos 
entre los jardines verdes y tranquilos 
 
amid large and monstrous buildings 
amid green and peaceful gardens 
 
amid the center of the fight 
amid the center of the fruits of our labors 
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Act of the Heart  

By Herbert Woodward Martin  

 

The village Griot speaks in a solemn voice about honor.  

He says: There will come a time when  

You will be called upon to honor a woman  

Do so with words that sing  

Honor her with personal ruminations  

Honor her with a willing thread of blood  

Greet her as she greets other women  

Give her hands and arms of welcome  

She may even utter feisty wild flowers  

See her as being reflective  

She celebrates perfume  

She gathers plants, weeds, and flowers  

And decorates the moment with them  

She sees the sweetness of color  

She likes gathering pollen  

It is a proper encouragement  

Not given to the stubborn bark of skin  

She has seen the good in the human heart  
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Ghost of the Parking Lot 

By Kelly K.  

 
Family Video never knew such as you. 
Asphalt and memories of a once wealthy town 
Long since crackled in the heat of arguments and sun 
You stand between thistles and gray abandoned pants. 
People float around you to the bus stop 
Or bustle past with PG-13 delights 
As if you were never there. 
You are the ghost of the parking lot, slowly 
Draped in silver, or wrapped in red 
Like a mortal call to prayer 
You rise the sun up with your unmoving eyes 
And set it with your brittle shoulders. 

Ode to the Little Black Crab 
 
By Onita Morgan-Edwards 
 
 
Thank you Little Black Crab, my friend 
For they said you would not help me. 
"When all is said and done, my friend 
He'll leave you high and dry." 
 
But this was not the case, my friend 
He helped me by and by. 
And when he saw I could not grasp 
He waited by my side. 
 
Oh! Thank you Little Black Crab, my friend 
You've helped me through and through 
And when all is said and done, my friend 
I'll pull another too. 
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 Sins of Omission  
By Joan Harris  

 
The eternal pause  
Following the final beat 
Of an innocent heart 
 
Bellows of grief 
Borne into the wind  
Bound inside the soul 
 
Tears rain down 
Ashes return to ashes 
And dust to dust 
 
Carpeted footsteps 
Saints in stained glass 
A creaking kneeler 
 
Forgive me, Father 
Not for what I’ve done 
But what I’ve failed to do 
 
Perpetuating injustice 
Through willful blindness 
And complicit silence 
 

May 3 2014  

By Steve Shaw  

 

with the spring come  

psychoses and plows  

churning up the winter sediment 

exposing worms and worry  

to a bright new season  
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Auden’s Spit 

 By Shawn Young  

 
He rides in his car and thinks of her smell, 
his mind awash with candy-cake memories, 
with horrid back-grabbles, with disquiet 
preambles. The mangled, shorn digits of 
breath. 
  
Seldom does a day run away that he 
isn’t held tight in her wicked clasp. 
The anger, too much for him, 
for this, that, this, that, this, that... 
everything. 
  
Alone, the road, his thoughts, her face, 
the last moment, the ire, the phone call, 
the blame, the tragedy, the gun. Back-peddling 
away. To the nameless shadow, the skewed vision, 
banked. 
  
It wasn’t the same, the conjured image of 
magical journeys, atop the hill of fantasy, 
surrounded by dancing, cackling flowers, 
shrieking in anger at the moon, brilliantly 
disguised. 
  
Seemed like a lifetime ago, he thought 
in cliche. A lifetime of want, of fangs, 
of echos in the everyday, of coal cars, 
expertly leveled, the overpass with the graffiti, 
rising. 
  
Even when the wind blew spikes, pelting him, 
his attention returned to her in a hospital gown, 
the ringing in his ears, the promise of safety, 
that last, wooded argument of contempt, all 
lies. 
  
Shot in the head. Self-inflicted. Lies. Whose 
hands? Who rocks the swing, hard-nosed? 
Now he recites Auden when we drives. “If I 
could tell you.” But he can’t. Because time told him 
so. 
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Sitting by the Window at Raimunda’s Kitchen 
 
By Carlos Raúl Dufflar  
8/1/15 
 
The very poem that I sent thee beholds the verses of my heart 
a common laughter and a passion into a universal chant 
from the past to the present the art of learning. 
The beginning of my studies inside of Raimunda’s kitchen 
on a Saturday morning, we will sit by the table with a taza de café 
and some biscuits, guava, and goat cheese. 
Facing the window as the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad passes us 
by a wonderful gift and a rhythmic sound of Leocadia 
my great-grandmother, poetry in a high-flowing language  
that Pachamama is in hardship and we need to change 
our living heart for harmony and respect for Mother Earth. 
And now we may find ourself at home, beneath the shadows of a tree 
where the birds sing for hours arranged on the branches 
while I circle the Hopewell Mound and pour some water at the spring 
as a ritual of passage at Glen Helen besides Livermore. 
At an Antioch reunion honors 37 years and in the tradition of Yellow Springs 
by Xenia and Limestone, everybody is talking about the bridge of  
peace and justice now. 
And at Horace Mann’s monument, like an echo of an ancient sentiment 
of my pledge that poetry is a way of my life. 
And on this beautiful month of August, the family celebrates: 
Angel has returned to the sources to become a PhD 
like a drum sound of Ray Barretto roaming over the universe. 
And when I read this poem from my book, which gives me 
what the soul speaks from the heart for the past 50 years. 
My heart has taught me to give to my voice  
and spread the very word of Love Supreme 
within the circle of the elders. 
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Death in a Moment  
 
By Adrienne Crowder   
 
 
The doves sang  
The cats meowed  
The woodpecker pecked and pecked 
 
Then night fell 
And tires squealed 
Just few doors from home 
Everything changed 
When my drunk cousin crashed and hit chrome 
 
Feel the shame  
The sheriffs came  
No lights and camera-free  
They killed him dead in the dark 
They thought no one would see 
 
YOU can’t believe, 
The sheriffs could be  
Like the one who killed the lion Cecil 
He thirsted for blood, no fear of a judge or of the people 
Add leave with a few weeks of pay 
The kill is a big trophy day 
 
Damn it all, is this really the law? 
That in twenty fifteen  
With his gun, his mace, his partner, and taser 
The Sheriff is seen  
As the one who is in danger 
 
I question why the killer of nine  
Could survive for arrest and evaluation 
While my cousin was killed   
For hitting a car  
Without a jury or explanation 
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The Wide Changes of Season 

By J. E. Cook  

A tribute to Eudora Welty 

The smell of the river drifts through the woods, 
Cool breezes with a mystic aroma drifting among 
The wildlife residing inside the corpus of plants. 
Mingling vines with flowering brush, 
As I walk on the paths inside the wilderness, 
I notice the changing of time, 
Old man winter will come soon. 
The Hickory trees will turn their color to yellow, 
A Sweet-gum tree becomes red, as the Sycamore yellows, 
And the Oak and Magnolia never die. 
Nuts dropping like raindrops and squirrels gathering 
And hiding for winter meals. 
October skies with a gold sun, 
The trees, the sky, and the water mirror that beautiful hue, 
Everything changes and looks like it is made of 
Precious metals. 
Shining Willow trees bend towards the golden threads 
Of the narrow streams, 
Torrents of waves in someone’s dream, 
Transparent light becomes the paraphernalia in 
The whirl of the water.  
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Tomorrow’s Street Fair  
 
By Andrea Auten  
 
It dawns later 
seeing bustling strangers 
tinseled in tourist trappings. 
Neon vested workers spray paint  
booth numbers for tomorrow’s Fair. 
 
Pork verde with tortilla and a small sweet 
street easy people sauntering— 
not a normal weekend crowd— 
around the coffee huts and our 
floral shop. 
 
Toothless women, large 
lumbering calves, big as thighs. 
Skinny ones, quick-stepped, tatted,  
prancing in and out of storefronts stopping 
to survey the grand-opened Inn. 
 
Gunmetal moist glinting sidewalks 
reflect a grey sky. Upturned leaves,  
a clove aroma of earth and autumn mush,  
make rainy mud pie 
offerings for boot treads.   
 
Vendors walk the beat, pre-game day 
girding up for three am shifts. A rest before 
roasted nuts, macramé belts, wooden stick furniture 
polish made from almond oil, cloth bags and  
drums, dancing hallelujah. 
 
They will arrive, all kinds. 
Human contact bumping each other, high spirits,  
no car street walk, savoring the smell of mingled cultures.  
Lemon shake-up, curry, patchouli and body odor, colors of skin enmeshed.  
Unite us new and pure in this gathering. 
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Andrea Auten has written and produced plays in Ohio and Los Angeles. Her poems can be found in The Anti-

och Voice. She is currently pursuing her Masters in Creative Writing through Antioch University Midwest. Andrea 
works with at-risk children through arts outreach in Los Angeles.      

J. E. Cook is finishing her degree at Antioch Midwest through several self-designed courses and her thesis pro-

ject.  Her love for poetry has gained new energy as she continues to write it and study it.  Looking forward to hav-
ing some completed writing ventures very soon.  She still resides in Urbana, Ohio close to her family. 

Adrienne Crowder, a Dayton native, was exposed to the arts by her mother who worked at Antioch in the 

seventies. Her creativity blossomed at the age of seven after writing her first poem. She channels her experiences as 
a mother, airman, student and nurse into the expression of her poetic art. 

Patricia Davis is a creative writing major in the Individualized Master of Arts (IMA) program at Antioch Uni-

versity Midwest. She is working on a spiritual memoir that will be the basis for her thesis in 2016. Pat currently 
teaches holistic healthcare classes for nursing students at the Ohio Institute of Allied Health. She also serves as the 
Support Chair for PFLAG Dayton, an advocacy group for the LGBT community, and those who love and support 

them. 
Carlos Raúl Dufflar is an Antioch graduate of 37 years ago, and it was beautiful to be part of Livermore and 

Dayton Avenue together in unity. 

Joan Harris is a retired-nurse-turned-writer from Yellow Springs, OH where she lives with her husband, two 

dogs, and cat.  She loves animals, farm markets, and random acts of kindness.  Check out her personal blog of poet-
ry and short stories:JustJoan42.wordpress.com. 

Kelly K. is pursuing her degree in Early Childhood Education while working as a special-needs childcare provid-

er. She writes poetry as a way to make the lives of invisible people visible, as honored and celebrated as those of 
anybody else. 

Julia Marks is in the IMA Creative Writing program at Antioch University Midwest. 

She believes the earth is round, the universe is vast, and miracles are the inevitability of probability. 

Herbert Woodward Martin believes in paying attention to The Muse. It is the lit fuse of those words and 

images and advice that come to you from some inexplicable and unidentifiable place ready to explode. As a writer 
you have to acknowledge that which is given to you because it is a gift, an investment, which you are allowed to 
increase in value by the imagination you apply. 

Ángel L. Martínez has just successfully defended his Antioch University PhD dissertation Young, Gifted and 

Brown: RicanStructing Through Autoethnopoetic Stories for Critical Diasporic Puerto Rican Pedagogy.  He is referenced in 
Carlos Raúl Dufflar’s piece “Sitting by the Window at Raimunda’s Kitchen.” 

Staci Celeste Shockley-Matthews is a teacher and a writer. Both of these roles have blessed her to view 

the world through a colorful and gentle lens of imagination, hope, creativity and love towards others and herself. 
She is learning to trust her voice and share it more freely. This is her first published work.  

Steve Mayne is a self-proclaimed story-teller working on his Masters in Creative Writing at Antioch Universi-

ty. When not writing he is a modern gamer, Hawaiian shirt aficionado, and blogger. You can find more of his short 
stories and poetry at http://stevemayne.blogspot.com.   

Onita Morgan-Edwards is an entrepreneur who lives in Dayton, Ohio. She is a management student at 

Antioch University Midwest and founder of B.O.S.S. (Business Owners Sisterhood & Support). She enjoys reading, 
writing, and arts and crafts. This is her first published work. 

C.L. (Cyndi) Pauwels is a writer living in Yellow Springs. She holds a BA in Humanities and an MA in Cre-

ative Writing, both from Antioch University McGregor. When not teaching freshman composition to reluctant col-
lege students, Cyndi is hard at work on her fourth novel. 

Steve Shaw Steve has been the director of the McGregor Library since 2011. He reviews books for Historical 

Novel Society Online, CHOICE and other publications. Firmly believes the Oxford comma is overrated if strictly 
adhered to as a rule.  

Shawn Young is a working freelance writer. He lives in North Central Ohio. He is also a graduate of Antioch 

University's Creative Writing Program. When he was young, he was a punk rocker. Now, he gardens and smiles at 
the sun.  
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